ROUNDTABLES OF RECEIVABLES!!!
Thank you thank you, for all of your wonderful responses, feedback
and information shared.
It was a pleasure working with your group. It is always good to have
such a great mix of specialties connecting over similar challenges within
something as much fun as our revenue cycle!

Please review my findings and observations from the data collected...

And...feel free to contact me with any questions you may have any time.
I could talk about the stuff all day!

Susan Childs, FACMPE
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ROUNDTABLES OF RECEIVABLES!!!
High Deductible Policies and Self/Direct Pay
Please write down the number within your group that fit the answer.
1.

How are your financial policies regarding HDHP’s and self-pay patients conveyed on your practice’s
website?
•

Most practices have a general financial policy statement on their website. An easy resolve is a general
statement as a part of your financial policy that states "For our patients that have high deductibles and
self-pay patients, please call our business office to discuss your specific plan and or benefits that may be
available to you”.

•

Patients as we know, are often unaware of Safe harbor benefits such as physical exams, labs,
mammograms and other preventive visits and tests. They are also mostly unaware of allowed amounts
and that they will receive a discount according to the coverage that they have with a high deductible
plan.

•

With self and direct pay patients arrive at a fair Fee Schedule that covers your bills while offering a
substantial discount to patients that need care and cannot afford it as much as others.

2.…And within the office?
•

99% of those reporting said that there are posts in business areas, with one office stating they do place
this information and exam rooms. As we place financial information around the office, let's separate the
money from the physician visit.

•

If a procedure or treatment is warranted then please have them speak with someone in the business
office before determining to go further. We want patients to receive the care, and also to be aware and
engaged in his or her financial responsibility.

3. What level of patient or insurance balance inquiry does the front desk assist with before referring to the
back office/billing staff for assistance?
All inquiries got to billing department – A few said yes to this.
Simple “Why did I get a bill?”/balance inquiry- All practices except a very few said yes to this.
Answers all levels of inquiry -75 percent said yes to this.
Always based on the individual ......As expected, we are human, and still individualize according to the patient.
That is a good sign of compassion and supporting coworkers.
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4. Front Desk Collections - Beyond the co-pay, is there an established monetary limit collected before
requesting help from the back office?

No limit to amount - Many practices are doing this, which is great as long as the front desk has the
knowledge, privacy and time to assist a patient. This is definitely according to specialty and your particular
office.
Collect up to $200 and up to $500 - All offices ok with this
Patient Based - As usual the compassion shows...but we do have to be careful about allowing some patients
more leeway than we really should be. One person did note collecting is up to the front desk unless issues arise.

5. How would you rate your RCM top challenges today?
Please rate from 1-6 as a group. 1 = least and 6 the most
1 Retaining good billing staff
2 Declining payer reimbursements
3 Insurance authorizations
4 Self/Direct pay
5 Insurance denials / appeals
6 High Deductibles

6. Do you believe that your billing department is truly accessible to the front desk and fully supports requests
for assistance?
Most said yes, few said no and a few said are working on this.
WRITTEN IN RED - INVALID DENIALS, ENROLLMENT DELAY ISSUES - While most areas are seeing improvement
with enrollment delay issues apparently your area has not seen that yet. Hopefully that will get better for you….
This issue does appear to be according to state and payer.
GETTING TIMELY FILING Q: SHOULD WE RELEASE CLAIMS BEFORE ENROLLMENT IS COMPLETE? I would not
release the claim unless it becomes a timely filing issue in which case you could place ticklers within your system
to identify those particular claims. I would request from the patient if you are not sure of eligibility to bring in
their confirmation of coverage that they receive either on paper or via email.
No guarantee of coverage? I would request a deposit until such a confirmation can be provided.
Regarding the claim itself, I would contact the patient requesting confirmation and if none from the insurance is
well with transfer to the patient at that point. If the patient is aware of this they will fight harder to find their
coverage.
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Eligibility Issues and Credit Card Payment Agreements – E.G. Credit Card on Hold
1. How soon before the appointment date do you confirm? (Not including the same day add-ons)
We do not confirm - 2 offices do not confirm. Most offices confirm 2 to 4 days before hand. One office stated
confirming the day before. Confirming at least two days before hand gives the patient time to reschedule and or
raise money is needed if that is an issue versus the potential for a no-show for that patient.

2. Do you request a deposit when there is no guarantee of coverage?
Yes - About 60 %

No - About 30%

Sometimes – A few said yes to this

Comment – How much please? It was interesting to see the range of deposits that are requested at each office,
anywhere from $25 to $500.....Probably depending upon specialty and typical patients bills. Look at your self pay
patients and average out the tickets see what the average amount at the time of service and go from there. I've
seen the most typical numbers after offices look to be anywhere from $100-$300 sometimes higher.

3. Do you request credit card information when there is no guarantee of coverage?
There are a handful of practices that say yes at this point. It was also noted that sometimes this is contingent
upon the ABN notification and time of service processes.

4. At what point is the patient’s credit card charged?
The majority of practices doing this are split between upon initial application of the EOP/B and/or a specific date
set with patient .
While it is an absolutely wonderful thing to have a guaranteed payment such as with a credit or HSA card, let’s be
sure that these are confirmed benefits, such as if the procedure is to be done or with an OB patient.
We want to have the patient involved in the billing processes which includes they are financial responsibility and
acknowledgment of payment.
As we adopt processes that guarantee payment, let's keep in mind that the patients trust us and their insurance.
We are the experts – SO - Being aware that insurances, at times, deny claims that should be paid, it is our role to
ensure that claims are reimbursed fairly by insurances. Please allow enough time for the patient to get involved
with an appeal if needed. Allowing as much time as you would a paper statement does that, eg: 20 to 30 days.
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5. Are you utilizing estimator tools options to establish payment arrangements?
A few practices are utilizing these services. This is an excellent tool especially with larger procedures that are
anticipated requesting by specific use of CPT codes makes it even closer. It is a great way to communicate with
your patient regarding their financial responsibility and what their insurance is saying they go in particular.
If you utilize one of these services please be sure to include a caveat stating “This is an initial quote which may
need to be changed upon initial evaluation with the patient. Please be sure to retrieve a full listing of services
that may be needed for your full treatment upon checkout.”

6. Have you had issues with “Narrow Networks” limiting your patient population?
More no than yes response at this point.
Please be sure to have an excellent rapport with your payers as they establish limited and narrow networks
that you want to be a part of!

Internal Checks and Balances
1. Is the front desk drawer balanced? (really?) To the penny?
All that replied said yes except for one brave soul that said no. This is probably the same person that said they
address only if there is a problem.

Please remember that those who still look for any break in the chain of checks and balances. If they see it in
the cash drawer, that’s where they will start.
Each drawer should be balanced to the penny each day including change. It should also not be treated as a
petty cash fund, which should be separate.
2. What are the basic steps of your reconciling process for payments received at the front desk, applying the
payment, the deposit, etc?
It looks like a very good blend and balance of reconciling payment processes from the front desk through
accounting, billing and administrator.
And be sure that as a manager you have your check and balance as well for reconciliation processes.

3. How do you confirm/ track that your billing staff is putting forth his or her best efforts? E.g. appeal vs.
write-off and/or transfer to the patient? (please check all that apply)
Most randomly audit batches and work of their employees, and again most to meet with staff to review
activities. This is great on all levels as you approach the processes from different points of the revenue cycle you
are able to see more and catch patterns as they begin - good and bad.
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4. Who is your check and balance? It appears that the trend of the lead position being a check and balance for
the manager has given way to accountants CEOs and other administrators.

And….Are there any changes that you would like to make regarding procedures or policies?
•

The Refund Process Is Too Lengthy

•

Always Posting Money In Real Time Patient

•

Patient Refunds

•

Time Of Service Collections And Deductibles

Benchmarking - Best Practices and Processes
1. What are your most crucial RCM numbers/reporting that you track?
The following reports are the most common and most said yes:
Net Receivables

Denial Rate

Location analysis New patients

Payer comparison
Referrals

Provider productivity

Bundling procedures

Fewer practices are running the following reports.
Days in AR

TOS Percentages

Department analysis

NOTE: With revenue cycle consider these reports and which staff you may share with to help improve
collections. For example, time of service percentages with the front desk and days in AR with coders and
billing staff….especially by payer!
2. Any lags in charge entry and/or applying?
Just a few said yes to this with all but one practice saying it is due to providers and mostly due to hospital and
outside of practice walls charges.

3. Are your coders certified?
•

The highest percentage was 75%, and lowest at 16%. The GOOD news is that ALL practices train at
least annually.

•

I believe that coding is similar to tax accounting in that really have to know what you are doing,
standards and procedures change every 20 minutes and depending upon the full moon. Revenue
potential should always be maximized of course.

•

In other words we have to be on top of it.
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4. What kind of information and reports do you share with billing staff?
Denial Reports, Aged Insurance And Patient Balances - 75% yes to all three
Two practices said that they share other biller’s

5.

… And the front desk?

Most practices share; Aging Patient Balances and Time of Service numbers.
A few share denial reports.
The front desk is one of those locations that never feels success, because they never see the end
product. Show them that when errors are reduced and/or minimal, that results in getting the claim paid
the first time along with improved time of service reports, which we all know can in turn, improve staff
engagement and collections !!!
6. For patient care coordination; are you able to identify cost/revenue by each location?
50% say yes to this question.

Collections – Internal and External
1. How are internal collections handled regarding “older balances?
Staff calls patients at 30-60 days – one practice stated they call at 30, 60, and it 90 days at 120 days turned
over to collections
Staff calls patients at 60-90 days - 80% of practices said they call at this point
We do not call patients - Two practices say yes to this
We would like to, but don’t have time - One says yes to this
All go to collections company - Five practices say yes to this
*****One practice noted that accounts also go on hold and you cannot schedule an appointment based on
aged have to make a payment before or at the time of the scheduled appointment (GREAT IDEA!!)
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2.What is your policy? When a patient that is in collections or has a very old balance requests an appointment,
Rx or service?
Patient transferred to billing – Most follow this protocol.
Appointment staff and/or Manager handles – three said they do this.
Other?
•

The alerts are not helping!

•

The EMR does not alert you the way it should.

•

Does not pursue patient beyond sending statements.

•

We have a designated financial counselor.

3. What collection incentives have you used with billing and/or front desk?
•

Just a few practices noted participating with front desk incentives based on percentages, and gift
cards.

•

Other? GREAT IDEAS?!

•

One noted a bonus program set up goals based on percentages another has a set quota to be
reached.

•

Remember that any percentage is offered you are still making a profit of what may be otherwise
considered and uncollectible account. Offering incentives is a good way to jumpstart year and
collections goals. I'm not saying to replace what is already expected of an employee. But with an
additional project or girl said why not involve the entire staff and let everyone reap the benefits?

4. When do you turn over to outside collections?
99% that they turned over to collections at 120 days, with a few admitting to: are you kidding, never!
One practice noted that as soon as you become self-pay when transferred to patient responsibility it goes to
collections. I am not quite understanding this as it does not look like it gives the patient time to pay.
As the revenue cycle it’s more proactive from the front-end beginning with requesting money for copayments
etc. at the time of the placement of appointment, by the time you were checking in it is often the third time
that the patient’s financial responsibility is confirmed and requested for payment.
Due to this, I often recommend beginning patient calls at 45 days and turn over to outside collections at 60
days.
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5. How many monthly statements per provider do you typically send?
Most practices reported sending 200+ statements per provider per month. Some said 400 to 600 per month.
Some noted using the patient portal and or e-statement options.
E statements are the best things since buttered popcorn. They are often free with your EMR and or other
revenue cycle service, and payments can be received as quickly as 30 minutes from the receipt of the
statement. Best practices is 150 statements per provider. That would be a great goal.

6. When was the last time you reviewed your statement messages?
Most say at least annually and several said not really sure.
As people’s coverage changes with the full moon I would definitely recommend reviewing and changing
messages at least every six months as in the beginning of the year you may have more people meeting
deductibles then at the end of the year. While realizing there is limited area for text, be aware to avoid
internal messages such as TP equaling transferred to the patient. Try to utilize codes that patients will
understand and forgo a few phone calls!

7. What is an example of a great statement message, or particular words that has accelerated payments
to your practice? Is there one phrase, policy or action taken that has immediate positive impact?
Think of your website, patient information, marketing…?
1 “thank you- we know you have options….”
2 online bill pay options
3 sympathize with high deductible patients and setting up payment plans
4 for self-pay patients 30% discount if paid within 30 days

8. Is your collection (agency) arrangement working for you?
About 40% say they are happy and 40% say they are not. The remainder are not sure of the true results of
their efforts in hiring that particular outside agency.
If you’re not happy with your current collection agency and or would like to test another, utilize two agencies
and see which one does better for you.
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CIN – Transitions in RCM Roles, ACO’s and Bundling
Please Answer These Questions In Regards To Your Revenue Cycle And Accounts Receivable Management
Responsibilities Thank you

1. How many in your particular group are:
(please write total number for each category)
✓

Currently 100% affiliated and integrated into a network?

The numbers reported looks like about 50% but hands raised look like mostly independent practices.
✓

“Dating” a system to be sure - 0

✓

Independent and considering joining: (including ACO, Hospital, Specialty Org.) – A few

✓

Independent and considering joining: (including IPA’s, MSO, Super-User) - 0

✓

Independent and staying that way with the written affiliation agreements that meet requirements for
accreditations such as PCMH - Most say YES!!!

ACO and/or Hospital System
What were/are your top three challenges when integrating with a system or ACO?
•

A disconnect between the hospital and what it’s like to run a practice

•

The infrastructure with policies procedures operating systems all new

•

Inpatient versus outpatient mentality

•

Referrals, quality of care, and cost

2. How have your responsibilities changed?
There was no real change noted with responsibilities by any particular practice.

3. Have you changed staff size due to the integration?
Most reported staying the same - Added - 4 practices say yes

Decreased - 0

4. What would you tell your best friend what it’s like to be part of an ACO And or integrated system?
Is wonderful -1

Hmmmmm - 7

It’s growing on me – 9

Other? There are career opportunities, quality of life can be improved, relief for management worries, and one
said that smaller is still better.

END OF REPORT
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